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Never having bought a Michel Thomas product before, I was pleasantly surprised to find a

thoughtful, comprehensive and advanced French tutorial in the Michel Thomas product.I have

purchased Pimsleur courses, both the Spanish and French I, II, and III levels. And, I have cycled

through the Pimsleur French I, II, and III, probably 8 or 9 times over the course of a few years. I

found the approach that Pimsleur takes is good, but there is little explanation of what you are

learning. It is mostly by rote... with the narrator asking to say something in French, then offering the

French response after a pause. Frequently, the narrator will switch to asking the question in French,

which always startled me, not really expecting it and the result was feeling like I made a mistake, or

wasn't really learning, when the problem was that I was simply expecting a question in English.The

Pimsleur Course includes one booklet for each level. The books consist of reading exercises that

softly parallel the course vocabulary, but there is no way to find a specific area to make it easy to

find sections for review. I found that I needed to make notes while studying for this type of

reference.Michel Thomas, on the other hand, is a gentle and reassuring tutor, with an explanation



for everything he is rendering. He includes very helpful mnemonics for helping to remember some of

the subtle, non-logical tendencies of the French language.I love his philosophy which is to relax and

not TRY to remember, but to listen and have a conversation with him... and to take your time... the

burden is on him to teach, not the student to learn.And, the course includes a pocket-sized booklet

that offers the gist of each lesson to make review of certain lessons, like using "will have, or would

have" easy and accessible.I find the Michel Thomas Advanced French a perfect progression from

the Pimsleur III which is the highest level Pimsleur offers.I wish you well with your learning.

I am a fan of the Michel Thomas language programs, having taken the Italian, German, and now the

French in both the introductory and the advanced levels. The programs are excellent because they

are simply fun to take, and having fun with a learning activity is half the battle towards mastering

it.The reason as to why this specific program is excellent, is that Michel Thomas offers interesting

insights towards the structure of the language and more particularly the verb tenses themselves.

From giving you mnemonics towards the structure of all conjugations in the form of "long box" and

"short box" for each of the tenses, to a background as to how the tenses were formed in the first

place ( for example the future tense in French and Italian were formed from the infinitive

construction, plus the present tense of avoir..... Je parlerai) and the introduction of master keys,

Michel Thomas gives you the mental anchors to progress and look up the missing pieces.For

languages particularly, I believe the key towards rapid progress depends on doing a little bit every

day, listening to audio perhaps on your commute or on an MP3 when doing other activities. The first

phase of language leaning would be acquisition of vocabulary and general language structure and

the second, which is covered by this language course, is to master verb tenses. Understanding and

using verb tenses puts you at least at 80% of mastery of the language I believe. The final phase is

reading and vocabulary enlargement.The format Thomas uses in these CD tapes is of two students

participating in the dialog Thomas lead dialogue....." How do you day???. The improvement over his

introductory course, is that the students here are better versed in the language and make the

listening easier.Overall an excellent course and highly recommended!

loved it enough to order Michel Thomas for 3 additional languages - great stuff.

I think I have almost every advanced French CD out there. I listen to them in my car every day on

my way to and from work. This program has been one of the most enjoyable, in a category with the

Assimil CD but for different reasons. The Assimil program helps with comprehension and provides



background in French culture. The Michel Thomas program takes what we have learned of the

language, often by rote in traditional French courses, and makes sense out of it. The way the

program is organized makes me feel like I'm actually taking a French class. I have learned new

shortcuts in the language that allow me to speak more fluently because it all makes more sense to

me. I should have known "Ce qui n'est pas clair n'est pas franÃƒÂ§ais.

This CD course is a great follow-on to Michel Thomas' first course in French. It gives you a good

understanding of the French language. I also like the fact that you can do the CD's while in the car

(just keep your eyes on the road!). Don't expect to be fluent or be able to listen to detailed

conversations, but being able to read or to "get the ball over net" (as Michel says) so you can get

around, this CD set does a good job of.

Best method for language learning!!
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